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ABSTRACT

The present research attempted to test the three assumptions of

covert conditioning as stated by Cautela and Baron (L977). The homo-

geneity and learning assumptions state that covert events obey the same

l-aws of behaviour as overt events, the l-aws of conditioning. The inter-

action assumption states that covert events can influence overt events

and that, reciprocally, overt events can infl_uence covert events in a

predictable manner.

Previous research on the effectiveness of covert reinforcement as

a treatment procedure has contained serious methodologicat flaws

(Kazdin & Smith, 1979). The present research attempted to provide better

control-Ied experimental assessment of the interaction of covert and.

overt behaviors. One female and three male children were selected, on

the basis of low skill l-evel- in arithmetic, from a grade four elementary

school classroom. An A-A'-B-C-B combination multiple baseline reversal-

design was employed, where A = baseline. A' : rest placebo control, B =

covert neutral stimulus placebo, and C = covert reinforcement. The

primary depend.ent variable was the number of arithmetic probl-ems com-

pleted within a 20 min. time period as the contingencies were applied

directly to it. The number of correct solutions was a secondary depen-

dent measure since it was not directly reinforced. Three out of four

subjects completed 7.6 to 23.42 more probl-ems during covert reinforce-

ment than during any covert neutral sti¡nutus phase. From mathematical

extrapolation, subjects could have completed 8.6 to 24.59" problems

during the covert reinforcement phase if 20 min. of work time (without

imagining) had been provided. one subject did not display a positive

l-v



effect of covert. reinforcement perhaps refated to his unwillingness

to at.tend sessions. Also, this subject may have been imagining positive

scenes throughout several phases of the study, prohibiting demonstration

of experimentaf control. Only for one subject did number correct dir-

ectly follow the function for number attempted.

The results of the present research have provided. tent.ative empiri-

cal support for covert reinforcement. However, more research is neces-

sary to provide convincing empirical support for the three assumptions

of covert conditioning.
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The Effects of Covert Reinforcement on Solution of ArithmetÍc

Problems in Grade Four Chíldren

The use of private events, particularly images, as therapeutic tools

has received r¿idespread application in conlsnps¡ary behavior therapy and

is generally referred to as covert conditioning (Kazdin & Smith, I979) .

The relevance of the term covert conditioning is based on the tenet that

private events such as thoughts and images are all subject to the same

laws as public behaviors, the laws of condítioning. As a treatment para-

dign covert conditioning congains procedures such as covert positive

reinforcement, covert negative reinforcement, covert extinction, covert

punishment, and covert modelling which are al-l- considered direct parallels

to their overt counterparts (Kazdin & Smith, L979).

The actual imagining of a covert stimulus on cue may be explained

through conditioned seeing (Skinner, 1953, pp. 266-270). For example,

to imagine a blue sky, the individual musË have experienced a "blue sky"

previously. Furthermore, the cue words ttblue skytr must have been

associaËed with the corresponding visual representation. Then the verbal-

izatLon ttblue skytt may result in the imaginary "bfue sky".

CoverË Conditioning and Self-Reinforcement

Two major practical aims of covert conditioning research r¿ould seem

to be: (1) to deËergrine the efficacy of the procedures (the focus of

the present research), and (2) to train the subject or client to util-ize the

effecËive procedures outside of the experimental setting. In other words,

Èhe clíent would be trained to emit appropriate self-control behaviors.

(See Appendix A for further information on self-control behavior).

Assumptions of Covert Conditioning

Cautela and Baron (L977) have enunciated three assumptions which form
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the theoretical basis of covert conditioning. The first assumptÍon, that
of homogeneity (recognized also by Homme,1965) states that covert events

such as thoughts, feelings, and images obey the sarne lar¿s of behavior as

overt events- In other words, the lav¡s of covert behavior are homogen-

eous r+Í-th the lav¡s of overt behavÍor. The second or learning assumptÍon

is a corollary of the homogeneity assumption. It specifies the lavrs of
behavÍor as principles of operanÈ conditioning. Kazdin and Smith (]9¡lg),

in their review of covert conditioning, state that the theoretical basis

for coverË conditioning stems from the abundance of empirical suppor¡

for operant procedures.

The third or interaction assumption argues that covert events can

influence overt events, and that, reciprocally, overt events can influence

covert events, in a predictable manner. The typical procedure has been

Èo apply a coverÈ treatment strategy to a covert behavior and, later, to

measure the overt counterpart of the covert behavior to determine the

success of treatment. The covert consequence does noÈ have to be directly
related to Èhe Í-magined behavior but. the intention is that the scene

províde the appropriate (.reinforcing or punishing) consequence for the

imagined behavior (Kazdin & smíth, LgTg). For example, a phobic subject
may ilaagine approaching a feared stimulus and then covertly reinforcing

herself or hi:nsel-f. The success of treatment might be assessed directl-y

by examining a subject's approach to feared. objects, or indirectry by

asking a subject to fill ouL a fear survey after treatment has been termi-

nated. (e.g., Bl-anchard & Draper, L973¡ l¡lisocki, l_973) .

A similar but more d.irect method of assessing the interaction assump-

tion has been to apply a covert treatment procedure directly to an overt

behavior. For example, a subject may overtly approach a feared. stimulus

and then covertly reinforce herself or himsetf. This direct method has

the advantage of measuring the approach behavior immediateì_y, during
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treatment (e.g., Flannery, 1972), rather than at a time far removed from

the experimenËal seËtÍng, i.e., after treatment has ceased (e.g., Hurley,

1976; Lrlisocki, L973). IË is easier to make causal inferences when the

independent and dependent measures have a close temporal arrangement.

To vrít' if the interaction assumptíon is indirectly assessed, confound-

ing variables have freer rein to intervene between covert reinforcement

applied to Ëhe imagined behavior and measurement of the overt counter-

part, than with covert reinforcemenÈ applied directry ro the overt

behavior. Three studies reviewed by Kazdin and SmiÈh (L979) directly

tested the inÈeraction assumption (Flannery, L972, Krop, calhoon, &

Verrier, L97L; SÈeffan, l-977>. However, Kazdin and Smirh (Lg7g) have

warned that previous covert conditÍ-oning studies lacked a sound methodo-

logical base.

Methodological rssues in Evaruating covert conditionÍng Research

Five major methodological issues arê relevanË when consideríng coverÈ

condítioning techniques. The first is the failure to control for non-

specifíc treatment effects.. The biggest problem has been the absence of

imagery control conditions (e.8., a neuËral image) to account for treat-

ment placebo effects (e.g., Flannery, L9723 Krop eË a1., L}TL). Another

problem associated r,¡ith non-specific Èreatment effects is the failure Ëo

control for subject expectancies. Different application of treatment

and placebo features may create subject expectancies that contaminate

the resulËs (Kazdin & Srnirh, 1979).

The second methodological issue is a lack of assessment of imagery

procedures (Kazdin & Srnith, 1979). For example, a covert reínforcer may

not improve performance if Èhe image produced is not accurate, i.ê., the

image is not clear or it shifts in conËent or reínforcing value from the

origÍnal scerie. Irrisocki (f973) found a significant posiËive correlation
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between imagery vividness and covert reinforcement treatment effect.

Therefore, imagery assessment should be conducËed to help ensure clarity

of images. Images should also be retrained at least periodically. The

direct interaction studies of Frannery (1972); Krop et al., (1971); and

Steffan (L977) did not ínclude imagery assessments.

A third methodological issue is the utilization of college students

as subjects. They may represent a very biased sample and generalízation

of Ëreatment effects to other populations may prove problematic (Kazdin

& Smith, 1979).

The fourth methodological issue relevant to many covert conditioning

studÍes is the implementation of large-N between groups designs (Hersen

& Barlow, L977, p. 13). rn large-N designs, data from individual sub-

jecËs are averaged and Ëhe specifl-c effects for individual subjects are

obscured. Some subjects may improve, others may deteriorate, and others

may display no change. Thus the average may be unrepresentative of

individual perforrnance (sidman, 1960, p. 5l). Because the average may

be unrepresenÈative, generalizaÈion of improved behavior to any oËher

particular subject.s is dífficult, because those subjects must have the

same individual characterisÈics as the subjects who improved in the

original study. I,Ihen data are averaged, it is not known whích subjects

improved. Individual data should always be examined (Hersen & Barlow,

L977, p. 16).

Largely ignored in large-N deslgns is within-subject variability

(Hersen & Barlow, 1977, p. 16). Progress is usually assessed only post-

treatment and although there may be general improvement in performance,

it nay have been quite variable. The results can therefore be sÈatisti-

cally r¿eak but clinically significanÈ. Alternatively, a single subject

design enables continual monitoring of progress and better conË.rol in



teasing out extraneous variables, thereby affording a more sensitive

tesË of Ëhe índependent variable (Sidman, 1960, p. 5l).

Besides the basic limitations of the group comparison approach,

i.e., averaging of results, generality of findings, and lack of assess-

ment of intrasubject variability, it should be acknor¿ledged that covert

reinforcemenË originated from r¿ithin the operanË paradigm (Kazdin &

Smith, L979). Therefore covert condítioning seems best examined via

single case experimental designs whích constitute the basic methodology

of operant conditioning.

The fifth methodological issue relevant to covert conditioning

studies is the utílization of indirect assessmenËs of the ínÈeraction

assumptíon. The advantages of a direct test of the interaction assump-

tion have previously been described (p. 3). Briefly, close temporal

contiguity of independent and dependent variables enables more powerful

supPort for causal inferences. Direct assessment of rhe interaction

assumption limits the opportunity for potentíal1y confounding variables

Ëo intervene between the covert manipulation and assessment of

behavioral change. A more detailed analysis of methodological issues

revealed in studies direcËly assessing the interactÍon assumption will

now be undertaken.

The Direct Approach to the Interaction Assumption

One example of a direct test of the interacËion assumption j-s a

study conducted by Flannery (L974). Flannery used 45 female student

nurses who feared rats in a between groups desígn and compared the presen-

tation of covert reinforcement as applied to an overt behavior to covert

reinforcement applied to a covert behavior, in increasing approach be-

havior to rats. Each subject was first traÍned to covertly reinforce

herself upon hearing the word rrreinforcementt'. subjects in the overt
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behavior condítion were taken to the laboratory and were instructed to

concentraËe on Ëhe actual environment. Fron this point on, the experi-

menter sequentially progressed through a 13 step hierarchy. For example,

moving one step closer to the rat I s cage v¡as the first step of the

hierarchy. The subject was then given a choice of moving one step closer

to the cage' or remainíng where she was and repeating the same hierarchy

sËeP. She reinforced herself for eiËher behavior chosen. For subjecËs

in the covert behavior condition, the same procedures were follov¡ed

except thaË everythíng was conducÈed in iuagination. In other v/ords,

subjects imagined that they \¡rere approaching the cage, choosing to

progress to the nexË step or remaining at the same level, and then rein-

forced themselves for the íroagined response they chose. Subjects in the

control condiÈion r¡Iere git/en brief Ínstruction in covert reinforcement

at the beginning of each session. They Ëhen spent the rest of the

session discussing fear of laboratory rats.

The results revealed greater fear reduction for the group presented

with Ëhe actual fear stioulus than for the group presented ruith the

imaginary stj¡nulus. The control group displayed no change in fear of

rats. The evidence from Flanneryrs study suggests that applying a

covert reinforcer directly to an overt behavior (direcË test of inter-

action assurnpEion) is uore effecÈive than applying a covert reinforcer

to an imagined behavior (indirect tesË of the interaction assumpËion).

As ÍnÈeresËing as these results may appear, they do not adequately

test the effects of covert reinforcement because there r¡/as no control

of imagery grouP. Tn order to determine the relative effects of covert

reinforcement, a covert neutral stimulus should have been presented to

control for nonspecific treatment effects. Another weakness of Flanneryts

study is that it did noÈ include an assessment of imagery control proce-
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dure. Had an assessment been conducted, íË may have been established

that the group that imagíned the approach behavíor shifted the approach

scene as well as the reinforcing scene. That is, the approach scene

may have been less anxiety provoking than the original scene and Èhe

reinforcing scene may have ultirnately become neutral, thereby producing

less fear reduction.

A further problem with Flannery's research Ís that it enployed a

large-N between groups design. Treatment results are not necessaríly

representaÈÍve of any particular subject, buË only of Èhe group as a

whole. No individual data v¡ere presenÈed and progress was assessed only

aË posttreatment.

In another direct tesË of the interaction assumption Krop et al.

(L97L) provided covert reinforcement for overt responses associated

with a positive self-concept, i.e., responses to true and false questions.

The true-and false questions were taken from the Tennessee Department of

Mental Health self-concept scale. No examples of the items were gíven.

The authors implemented a between-groups design with 36 hospitalized

children. An overÈ reÍnforcement group was implemenÈed as a comparison

treatment. In the overt reinforcement condition subjects \,ùere given

tokens contingenÈ upon responses associated with a positive self-concept.

The tokens vlere established conditíoned reinforcers from an unrelaËed

study. A no-treatment conÈrol group vras presented with the true and

false questions on two occasions (24 hr. aparË) with no intervening

treatment$. Covert reinforcemenÈ was revealed as more effective thanI

either overt reinforcement or the no-treatment control.

Three rnethodological problems are evident in Krop et al.rs design.

The first is that a covert neutral stlmulus should have been presented

to control for covert placebo effects, In ot.her words, it may have been



Ëhat any covert procedure would have been effective. Another j-ssue Ís

Èhat no assessment of iraagery procedures was implemented. Even though

covert reinforcement \.ras effective, assessments of imagery should have

ben utilized as a precautionary measure. once agaín, a large-N groups

design was employed. The results are not necessaríly representative

of any particular subject, but only of the group as a r^¡hole. No in-

dividual data were presented and progress was assessed only at post-

treaËment.

Steffan (1977) designed two studies that were each a d.írecr test

of the interaction assumpËion. Male hospitalized psychiatric patÍents

(E'rperiment I) and male and female college students (Experiment II) were

used in betr+een-groups designs to determine the effectiveness of covert

reínforcement. Subjects in the covert reinforcement group r¡rere traíned

to imagÍne a pleasant scene upon hearing the \../ordttscenetr. The experi-

menter then said "scene" each time after the subject said. a plural

noun. Four control groups \,/ere used. Group one received no f eedback

but was simply requested to say 200 r¿ords, one at a ti-rae. The second

group r¿as told thaË the experirnenter would say the word "scenerr at

certain times during the task. The experimenter said "scene'r after

each p1ura1 noun. The third group was taught t,o Ímagine a pleasant

scene upon hearing the word ttscene". The experimenter then said ttscenett

after a random numher of responses. Group four was taught to imagine

a neutral scene upon hearing the word ttscenett. The experimenter said

"scene" after each plural noun. The hoqitalized patients and the male

college students both significantry increased plural noun responses

in the covert reinforcement condition above the various control groups

which did not dif fer from each other. Ho\,rever,.. there was not a signifi-

canÈ treatment effect with the femal-e covert reinforcement group.
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Four methodological issues are of concern in the Steffan study.

First' nonspecific effects due to ttdemand characteristícs" may have

been present. (Hersen & Barlow, L977, p.p. 134-136) Evidence exists that

experimental subjects will conform to experimenÈer's hypotheses and

expectatÍons once they are knovm. This is especially well documented in

studies of verbal conditioning (cf. Kanfer, 1968). For example the

artícle relays very little informatÍon concerning the presentation of

cues by the experimenËer. It may be possible thaÈ subjects vlere attend-

ing to various social stimuli (which served as discriminative stírnuli

and reinforcers) from the experimenter ín the covert reinforcement con-

dition that were not occurring from the experimenter in the control con-

ditions. Thes social stimuli may have systematically improved perfor-

mance in the covert reinforcement group.

A second methodological problem is that a groups design was

employed and only an F-statistic \,ras presenËed. Summary descripËive

daËa of ordering and variabiliËy of group data were unfortunately

omitted. Also no individual data r¡7ere presented.

A Ëhírd methodological issue is that no imagery assessments r,zere

underËaken. Even though covert reinforcement vras effective, assessments

of imagery should have been taken as a precautionary measure

Summary

In a review

mined that only

(Ì'J-annery, L972¡

of the covert reinforcement literature, it was deter-

a few studies directry tested the interaction assumption

Krop et aì_., l-97l-¡ Steffan, L977). Thus further re-
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search directly testing the interaction assumptio¡ should províde vaiuabfe

additional inf ormation.

Four methodological issues have been raised concerning the covert

reinforcement studies that directly tested the interaction assumption.

First, a lack of specific controls such as covert placebo cond.itions to

control for expectancy effects has created results confounded by non-

specifÍc Èreatment effects (Flannery, rg72; Krop et al., r97r; steffan,
L977). second, a lack of assessment. of imagery may have resulËed in
failure Èo detect shifts in images which may have underlain failure of
covert reinforcement Ëechniques (Flannery, Lg72; steffan, Lg77). Third,
the use of between-groups designs may produce nonsignificant results
and severely limit Èhe application of treatments to specífíc Índividuals

even with signifÍcant results (Flannery, Lg72; Krop et a1., rgTL;

steffan, r977). Fourth, the utilization of college students has

lirnited the generality of the findings (sÈeffan, L977). Furrher

research with iuproved methodology is imperative, if the prÍnciples

of covert conditioning are to be firrnly established.

Thus, the purpose of the present study Þras to provide a

direcÈ test of the interaction assumption with improved methodology.

A.n indívidual organism design !üas implemented in apprying a coverË

reinforcement strategy to a classroom problem in young chirdren
for increased generality beyond university student populations. A

covert reinforcer r{7as applied directly to an overt behavior, solu-
tion of ariËhmetic probleus, to d.etermine if coverË reinforcement

would increase the rate of problems completed within a 20 min.

session.
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Method

Subi ects

Three male subjects and one female subjecÈ ranging in age from 9

to 1l yrs. old were selecÈed from a grade four classroom in an elementary

school in Winnipeg, ManiÈoba. Children v¡ith 1or^r aritlrmetic problem

solution baselínes were chosen in an attempt Ëo optimize treatment effects.

SetÈing and Materials

The study was conducted in a small room in the school. Each subject

had a bookleË of aríthmetic problems, selected by the teacher, and a

pencil. The arithmetic problems consisted of 2xlr, 3x3, and 3x4 additíons.

Addition problems were selected because the children were supposed to be

well past that acadeuic part of their schooling. Thus, 1itË1e learning

should have occurred to bias the results. The same 120 questions were

always used but r¡rere presenÈed randomly each day.

Each subjecË r'/as given an imagery survey, developed for the present

study, after Ëhe second phase of t.he experimenË. The children rated

the pleasantness of various scenes on a scale f rom ttonett Èo ttf ivett,

five being most pleasant. 0f Ëhose scenes thaÈ received a "five", three

were selecËed as covert positive stimuli. Three of the scenes ÈhaË

received a "one" were selected as covert neutral sÈimuli (see Appendíx

B for sample items).

Procedure

Design. Four subjects v¡ere utilized in a combination A-At-B-C-B multiple

baseline' reversal design where baseline (A) was followed by the rest placebo

phase (At). The rationale for Èhe Ar phase r¡/as to conÈrol for nonspecif ic

placebo effects such as the inÈroduction of novel stimuli (i.e., 15 seC. time

allotment for iuagery). The B or covert neutrar stimulus phase was
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initiated to control for the possibility that ímagining any scene,

positive or neutral, would increase performance. The covert positive

stimulus phase (c) was Èhen introduced followed by a return Eo (B).

The rationale for the combined mulËiple baseline reversal design \¡ras

tvrofold: (1) to provide for powerful validation of Èhe critícal phases

of the design (B-C-B) involving covert reinforcement and covert neutral

stÍmulus phased with reversals as well as multiple baselíne replicatÍons

across four subjects; (2) to provide for assessmenÈ of the less critical

sequence of the first three phases (A-A'-B) wiËh less experimental

effecË by involving baseline, rest. placebo and coverÈ neutral stimulus

conditions just in a multiple baseline across four subjects (i.e.,

without reversals).

Procedure conmon for all design phases. Each session lasted 20 min.

wíth one subject performing per session. The experimenter r^/as positioned

beside the child and eye contacË was avoided to help control for addi-

tional stimuli (visual cues) that may have confounded the results. Sub-

jecLs were reinforced for attending sessions by reeeÍving a check mark

ËhaË could be later traded in to play basketball in the gym. Field

hockey replaeed basketball as a reinforcer t.owards the end of Ëhe

experiment.

For each phase, each subject \¡/as presented with 120 arithmetic prob-

lems. The instructions r^rere: Itcorrectl-y complete as many problems as

you can during Èhe sessionrr. The experimenÈer used a stop \,ratch to time

session length and to tiure the 15 sec. r.st and imaglning intervals.

Baseline. As was previously indicaËed, 120 arithmetic questions were

presented and Èhe children r¿ere instrucËed to correctly cornpleËe as many

as possible during the 20 rnin. session. No other fnstructions or contin-

gencies were presenËed during baseline
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Placebo. As a control for fatigue and to maintain consistency

across phases, a 15 sec. timeouË as rest period was initiated after

each five problem completion segmeriË. During this time, the only con-

trols were that the subjects'were instructed to sit back and to cease

workíng on their problems.

Training

rmagery training. After t.he second phase of the study, each child

was individually Èrained Ín all six of the selected scenes, three covert

neutral scenes and three covert positíve scenes. Behavioral checklisÈs

containing statemenËs describing each scene r^rere constructed in consul-

tation with the chíldren. As an example of a neutral scene, one child

was asked to visualíze hi-mself sitting on a park bench by hiurself ín

the rain. The checklisÈ iteros rùere: 1) sitting on a park bench. z)

Ttrs drizzring. 3) rtts cloudy. 4) rtm bored. 5) Nobody else is

around (see Appendix C for the remaining checklists.) The children vrere

Èhen read the five statements and were told to imagine that the scenes

were real. A scene Ti/as considered trained when the child reported that

she or he could imagine the scene and could recall all five of the state-

ments on three consecutive Èria1s.

covert neuÈral stimulus. upon completion of each five problem

segment., the child was cued, by the experimenter, to imagine the previously

determined neutral scene. Only once, at the beginning of the first imagi-

ning session, Èhe child T¡/as instrucÈed to ímagine the scene in terms of

the five statements describing the scene. The cue Ëhat experimenter used

was the worãÌ "imagine". The parÈlcular scene imagined (one of Èhree) was

counÈerb.alanced across sessions such that dffferenÈ scenes were imagíned

in consecutive sessions.
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Covert positive sÈlmulus. The procedure was idenËical to that for

the covert neutral stimulus, except that the scene imagined was one of

the previously determined positive scenes. Again, each chÍ1d was cued

only once to imagine the scene in terms of the fíve checklist statemenËs,

and the particular scene írnagined üras rotated each session.

Dependent measures. The t.otal number of aríthmetic problems solved

constituted the main dependent measure. In addition, solution accuracy

was also measured as a secondary dependent variable, even though the

reinforcement contingency did noË pertaín to accuracy.

AssessmenË of Imagery. Based on the suggesËions of Kazdin and Smith

(Lg7g), the child narrated Ehe scene aloud, eiÈher positive or neutral,

dependent on the phase, at Èhe end of each session. Kazdin and Srnithrs

origína1 suggestion T¡Ias to narrate the scene aloud during or lmmediately

following each scene Ëhe subjecË imagined so that within session changes

utight he examined' The procedure was changed for the present study be-

cause having the chíld narrate the scene aloud during the session would

inÊroduce an overt verbal component confounding the results.

Images \,lere assessed and retrained to a criterion of one correct

recall at Èhe beginning of each session Ëo help insure accurage imagery.

The narrations v¡ere also tape-recorded so thaË interobserver reliabilfty

CI.O.R.) could be assessed. Subjects were reinforced with tokens ex-

changeabre for gym tirnes if they recalled aÈ least four of the five

sÈatements about the scenes.

rrnagery reliabÍlity assessments, conducËed by an undergraduate

student in the Facurty of Education at Ëhe university of Manitoba,

r¿ere based on the taped scenes. The results revealed that all subjects

were able to recall the five statements descrlbing Ëhe parÈicular scene

they were iuagining 901l of the Èime. Interobserver reliabiliËy measures



r4rere conducted once per phase

vealed LOO7" agreement. AIso,

the number of problems correcL

achieving L00% agreement.
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on Ëhe taped scenes. The results re-

I.O.R.ts were conducted once per phase on

and on the number completed, both also

Results

As will be recalled, two dependent variables, number of arithmetic

problerns attempted and number of problems correct \,rere assessed. For

each subjecÈ analysis will focus mainly on number of problems attempËed

since Ëhe contingencies were applíed directly to this dependent variable.

The number of problems correct v¡ill receive secondary consideration at

Ëhe end, in each case.

Figure 1 presenÈs the tot.al number of problems completed and the

total number correct during the 20 min. sessions for subjects G.T., J.J.,

and T.B. These subjects will be examined together first because they

all provided some empirical support for at least srnall covert reinforcement

effects. Data on subject J.F. who did noÊ, will be examined laËer.

During baselíne G.T.rs number attempted response rate decreased

ÍniÈially and then remained stable at 33 completions per session for tr¿o

sessíons. Performance continued to decrease until the end of Ëhe rest

placebo phase, stabilizing at 30 for the last Lwo sessions. Introduction

of Ëhe covert neutral stimulus phase produced an immediaÈe increase of

10 problems per session thaË remained constant at a mean of 40 for Ëhese

three sessions. The number of completed problems lncreased again during

the covert positive stimulus phase to 47 problems per session, with a

mean of 45 problems completed per session. During Èhe return to covert

neutral sÈimulus phase responding rapidly d.ecreased as much as 13 prob-
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lems to a mean of 30 problems per session.

data points across adjacenË phases.

There vrere no overlapping

G.T. rs sumbers of problems correcË \,/ere proportionately low; i.e.,

Ëhere r,Jas a large gap between the number of problems correct and the

number completed. General|y, the number of problems correct decreased

slíghtly across phases, (although stable responding occurred during the

rest and neutral phases) bearing no direct relation to the number of

problems âttempted.

Subject J.J. rs baseline response rate ¡^¡as variable throughout the

phase. Introduction of Ëhe rest placebo phase díd not drastically change

his response raËe (from a mean of 67 to 68 completions per session). Sub-

ject J.J's responding became more stable wíth a rower response rate (a

mean of 64 problems per session) when the coverE,neutral phase was imple-

mented. NexÈ, J.J.ts response ràte i-mmediately increased to a mean of 69

problems per session and remained relatively stable during the covert posi-

Ëive phase. The return to covert neuÈral sÈimulus phase rapidly decreased

responding with stability occurring around 60 problems per session. There

vrere no overlappíng data poinÈs between adjacent phases for Èhe last three

phases. In contrast to the number of problems correcÈ data for G.T., J.J. rs

number correct data showed parallel effects to the number attempted and

t.he two v¡ere similar in quantity throughout the study.

Subject T.B.rs problems aÈtenpted response rate during the basline was

highly variable with decreasing Èrend toward Èhe end of the phase (mean re-

sponse rate !ùas 49 problems per session). An immediate increase in level of

responding from 32 to 47 problem completions appeared during the resË placebo

phase. The overall mean of 47.8 problems for this phase \^ras lower, however.

A further slight increase occurred during the covert neutral stimulus phase
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(mean of 48). The mean increase vùas dramatíc (from 43 to 60 problems per

session) during the covert positive phase. I^Iith a return to covert

neutral scenes, response rate decreased imrnedíately and dramatically to

about 46 Proble*s per session. Again, there \,rere no overlappíng data

points between edjacent phases for the last three critical condítions

involving covert neutral and covert reinforcement scenes. Like G.T.,
:

T.B. dísplayed a rather large gap between the number of problems attempted

and the number correcË. T.B.ts number of correct responses mirnicked the

number of attempted responses in directÍon except during baseline from

sessions 9 to 13 where the discrepancy was the greatest. Also, and more

importanÊIy, the slopes r¡/ere opposite ín directíon during the covert

posit.ive scene phase. Due to the critical importance of the covert

reinforcement phase, the data may be taken to indicate a lack of con-

gruence between number of problems correct and number attempted dependent

measures. Again, it should be stressed that the conËingencies rlrere not

applied Èo the number correct dependent variable.

To summarize, G.T. improved performance from a mean of 40 in the

neutral phase to 45 ín the positive phase, an increase of L2.57". During

reversal, his number of problems completed decreased to a mean of 38,

reflecting a 15.6% decrement in performance. Subject J.J. also improved

performance from a mean of. 64 in the neutral phase to a mean of 69 in

Ëhe posiÈive phase, an increase of 7,67., His behavior decreased Lo a

mean of 60 or a 13.4% decrement in performance during the reversal

phase. Subject T.B. showed Èhe most effect; her mean increased from 48

durÍng the neutral phase to 60 during the positive phase, an improvement

of 23.47". Her response rate decreased during reversal by 22.7"/" to a
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meÊ.n of 46 problems completed per sessíon,

Subject J.F. did not províde convincÍng empirical support for covert

reinforcement effects. His participatíon in the study rvas terminated

because of his unwillingness to attend sessions and in 1íght of lack of

a ËreatmenË effect. Figure 2 represents J.F.rs total number of problems

completed and the total number correct in the 20 nin. sessions.

J.F.rs baseline behavior decreased fron 64 problems per session to

48 problems per session hrith a mean of 56.2 An increase of about ll

problems per session occurred when the rest placebo phase was introduced.

The mean increased to 60.6. This increase renained quite stable across

Ëhe nexÈ two phases wiÈh no clear consistent change in behavior during

the covert positive stimulus phase. In fact, performance decreased from

a mean of 63 in the neutral phase Èo 61 in the positive phase, a decrease

of. 2.57". Due to the lack of behavioral change, it was not necessary to

reverse back to the covert neutral sËimulus phase. J.F.fs number of

correct responses showed variable effects in relation t.o Èhe number of

problems completed. The gap size between Èhe number correct and number

attempted was also variable but generally suraller than T,B.rs.

Discussion

The present study, implemenÈing a relatively powerful combined nultiple

baseline reversal design, tested Ëhe three covert conditioning assumptions

of Cautela and Baron (J:g77). Briefly, the homogeneiËy and learníng assump-

tions state that covert events obey the same laws of behavior as overË

events, the lar¿s of conditioning. The interaction assumption staÈes that

covert events can influence overÈ events and that, reciprocally, overt

evenËs can influence covert events in a predictable manner. rn the
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present research a covert reififorcer (i.e., positíve scene) was applied

to an overË behavior (arithnetic problem completions). For three out

of four subjecÈs, resulÈs indicat.ed that coverË reinforcement influenced

overt behaviors in a predictable manneri i.e., it increased problem

completions. The trends are most clearly visible for subjecËs G.T. and

T.B. with more limited supporr provided by subject J.J.,

The fourth subject, J.F., disprayed no improvement and variable

behavior across all phases except the rest placebo phase. rmproved

performance during the rest placebo phase may have been due Èo the fact

t.haË arithmetíc r^ras so aversíve that. a respite \¡ras very reinforcing.

To explain J.F. rs lack of improvement during the posiÈÍve phase, one rnight

at first, surmise Èhat the covert positive scène was not, powerful enough.

However, several Ëimes during the neutral þhase, J.F. asked if he could

ímagine " oo"rarrre scene instead. Despite being refused, it i" possibre

thaÈ J.F. did indeed imagine -covertry reinforcing scenes during the

neutral phase. rn Ëhe presenÈ research, for conveneience, all scenes

¡"rere trained prior to the neutral phase. To avoid the problem of inagin-

íng positive scenes inappropriately, fuËure research should consider

training only those scenes that will be used in the immediate phase.

In the review of the literature, four very imporËant methodological

issues r¿ere raised concerning the coverÈ reinforcement studies that directly

tested the interaction assumption. To sununarize; first, lack of coverË placebo

conditions to control for expectancy effects has creaÈed results con-

founded by nonspecific treatment effects. Second, lack of assessment of

imagery may have resulted in fail-ure Èo detect shífts in images which

may have underlaln failure of covert reinforcement techniques. Third.
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the use of between-groups designs may have produced nonsignificanÈ re-

sults and severely limited the application of treatments to specific

individuals even with signíficant results. Fourth, the utilization of

college sÈudenÈs has restrícted staÈements about Èhe generality of the find-

ing. The present study atÈempted to solve these four importanË meËhodolo-

gícal problems. FirsÈ, both a rest placebo control and a covert neutral

stimulus phase were used Ëo control nonspecific treatment effects.

Second, a novel approach to imagery assessment in the form of a behav-

ioral checklist was implemented. The checklistsvrere designed to minimíze

shifts in images that might have produced failure of covert reinforce-

menÈ procedures. Fortunately, for Èhree out of the four subjects covert

reinforcment qras effective. For Èhe fourth subject, imagining a posi-

tive scene ÞIas no more effective than imagining a neutral scene, however,

as previously discussed this may have been due to his imagining reinforcing

scenes during neuÈral conditions; or perhaps to other uncontrolled factors.

The third issue is the use of between-groups designj. The currenË

research included a single subject combination multiple baselÍne and

reversal design. The data are highly representative of each subjectrs

behavior because they are presenËed for each subject separaÈeIy røith

no between-subject means summarizing Èhe overall performance. The

results are therefore generalizable to oËher subjects with the same

individual characÈeristics. Because a single subject design was imple-

menËed progress was monitored continually providing a sensitive test of

effects of the independent variable.

FourÈh, the sÈudy used four children from a grade four classroom

expanding the generality of findings from the typical college student

subjecÈ. Thus, each of the four serÍous'methodologicaS- issues raised

ea¡li-e¡ rrrâs guccêssfully aooroached in the presenÈ research.
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rt should be pointed out that a large discrepancy between the

number of problems correct and the number of problems attempted is

evident for both G.T. and T.B. For G.T., the discrepancy is likely due

Èo problems well beyond Ëhe scope of the present research. Suffice 1t to

say that G.T. had a history of uraladaptíve behaviors Èhat were inhibit-

íng his academic performance aÈ Ëhe Ëíme the study was conducËed. Sub-

ject T.B. rs discrepancy may have been related to the somewhat careless

approach she t.ook in answering the questíons. This carelessness charac-

terisÈic, visually observable duríng the sessions, may be represented

besÈ during baseline where her behavior was most variable. Even though

the number of atËempts increased by close to 40 problems during sessíons

nine to 13, the number of correct aËteupts decreased by about five problems

per session. To account for T.B.fs extremely variable baseline, the

nature of the multiple baselíne design and the fact thaË T.B. was also

used to control for practice effects and Ëhe effects of extraneous var-

iables must be considered. It was necessary for her to remain on base-

line until G.T.ts results had been completed. Fifteen, 20 rnín. sessions

leave much room for variability and Ít may have been thaË sessions spent

doing arithmetic for such. an extended tengÈh of tíme r¡/ere more unpleasanË

on some days than on other days, especíally on days where she participa-

ted in arithmetic exercises during regular class time.

one of Èhe most importanË procedurar problems in Ëhe presenÈ re-

search r¿as the difficulty involved in persuadíng subjects Èo attend

sessions. The results can be drastic, as was evidenced by J.F., whose

program \"/as terninated, or the results can cause other problems such

as variability; e.g., T.B. and J.J'. One possible solution, was to

provide more po\^rerful overt reinforcers for attending sessions. AlÈhough

J.F. indicaËed during ínterviews that he would like to play baskeÈball
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vriËh the other kids for attending sessions, it did not seem to be a

powerful enough reinforcer. An inEerestin¡i point was that, after J.F.

was dropped from the program, he asked íf he could join again ¡¿hen he

knew floor hockeyruas beingused instead of basketball. Unfortunately,

he could not be accomrodated at this late date.

one other variabílity problen relates to the unequal length of

phases. Lack of a sufficient number of scenes to imagine may produce

satiation, hence, variable behavior. One possible solutfon 1s to employ

a wider variety of scenes than were used in the present sÈudy. Another

solution would be to shorten the experiment through exclusive use of the

B-C-B reversal design.

AnoÈher method to reduce variability would be to select different

subjects. The present study used four children v¡ho r¿ere designated by

the teacher as poor sËudents ín ariÈhmetíc. The rationale was to maxi-

mize the potentia,l effects of covert reinforcement on increasing aríthmeËic

performance. Future researchers should consid.er using subjects who are

at a higher academic level in ariËhmeËic where the work mfght be more

reinforcing, so that even if they did it during regular class time, their

performance during session time might not be affected.

To explain Èhe variability in the number of correct responses, it

is important to consider reasons that for three out of the four subjects

the number of correct responses did not increase as a result of the con-

tingencies applied to Ëhe number of problems completed. The first reason,

as has already been indicated, Eay be related to the nature of the chil-

dren chosen as subjecÈs. Had subjecÈ with higher academic levels on

arithmetic been chosen, both dependent variabres may have changed to-

gether. second, the contingencíes r¿ere applied only Èo the number of

problems attempÈed, not to Ëhe number correcË. It r,¡ould be inÈeresting
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to replicaËe the present research by applying these reinforcement contin-

gencies to the number of problems correcL.

On a practical level, three out of the four subjects ímproved their

mean - performance by 7 .6% to 23.4% r¿hen covert reinforcement was imple-

mented. These increases are slightly less than what could have been

obtained. Had the children been able to work continually for 20 mín.,

they could have completed a projected mean of 8.67" to 24.57" problems

during covert reinforcemenË. Because the amount of imagining tÍme in-

creases wiËh the number of problems successfully complet.ed, the more

problems completed the less time there is available for work.

The results of the present research suggest support for the homo-

geneity and learning assumptions, that the laws of overt condítioning

are homogeneous with the lar,¡s of covert conditioning. As a means of

determíning the degree of homogeneity between the laws of covert and

overt condiÈioning, the magnitude of effect must be considered a crucial

indicator. Two ímportant questions are: tr^Ihat magnitude of effect is

necessary, and, how ¡¡ill the nature of Ëhe targeË behavior effect that

magnitude?

The present research obtained relatively smal1 effecÈs for covert

reinforcemenÈ in comparison to what might have been expected had overt

reinforcement been euployed. one possible method of íncreasing Èhe

rnagnitude of effects would be to idenËify more powerful covert rein-

forcers. This uright be achieved by first identifying powerful overt

reinforcers, through nanipulation of some unrelated behavior, and t.hen

tralning the subj ect to imagine those overÈ reinforcers so they may

become coverÈ reinforcers for the target behavior.
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It seems reasonable to assuue that, an overt reinforcer would be

more effective than a covert reinforcer, only because the indivídual

is experiencing the physical value of that overt reinforcer. The mag-

nitude of the effects of a covert reinforcer should be similar to the

effects of a conditíoned overt reinforcer. I^Iith a condítioned overE

reinforcer, an individual does not experi-ence the physical value of

the back-up reinforcer irnrnedíately. Therefore, covert reinforcers seem

best conceptualized as condiÈioned reinforcers, which are backed up by

subsequent experiences in the natural environment. Future research

should consider comparing establÍshed conditioned reinforcers, such

as tokens' to covert reinforcers to deËermine the relative efficacy of

each and to further test the homogeneity assumption. Furthermore, covert

reinforcement should be coupared with and without back-up reinforcement

to determine if it is necessary to include back-up reinforcemenÈ in the

experimental setting to mainÈain the power of a conditioned coverË rein-

forcer.

It is i-mportanÈ Èo note the nature of the operant when discussing

magnitude of effecÈ. Typically, a reinforcer is noÈ applied to a behavior

which may possess conditioned aversive components, whích appears to have

been Èhe case in the present situation involving arithmetic calculaÈions.

A reinforcer is not expecÈed to demonsÈrate its effectiveness in the face

of a simultaneous aversive contíngency. Therefore, in future research,

it would be best to selecÈ an operanÈ behavÍor that would be more neutral.

For extmPle, a more neutral behavior, símply tallying items for a shorter

session length may enable covert reinforcemenÈ effects to show themselves

more clearly.

In sumnary, the nexÈ step in assessing the effects of covert reinfore-

ment would be Èo systemaÈically identÍfy powerful covert reinforcers.
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The magnitude of the effects should also be maximized by introducing a

neutral target behavior rather than a potenËÍ.ally aversive one. If the

effects of covert reinforcement are then compared to the effects of a

conditioned overt. reinforcer, it roay indeed become visfble Ëhat the laws

of coverÈ conditioning are homogeneous ¡¿ith the laws of overt condition-

ing (Cautela & Baron, Lg77).
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APPENDIX A

A Comment. on Self-Control

One widely used technique wíthin Èhe self-conËrol domain ià self-

reinforcement. However, self-reinforcement as typicalry explained in

the psychological literature is highly ambíguous (skinner, 1953r pp. 237-

238; Goldiamond, 1976). The term is used in a variety of sítuations,

almost uncritically. For example, iÈ has been argued that self-reinforce-

menÈc¿n be responsible for a resultant behavioral change. However, ít

would seen more approprÍate to claim Èhat self adminl-stration of a rein-

forcer vras responsible for the resultant behavioral change (Hanel & Martin,

1980 To claim ËhaË self-rej,nforcement was the controlling variable in-

plies Ëhat application of the principle of positive reinforcemenË vras

all thaÈ r^/as ne3e3sary to alter behavior.

An opposing argumentenunciaÈed by boËh Skinner (1953, p. 238) and

Goldiauond (L976) indi.cates that other relevant information is criËical.

The key is in the self administration portion of the procedure. Prímar-

ily' the behavior one exhibits under the apparent influence of self-

control is still behavior nonetheless. Because it is sÈ111 behavior,

iÈ must. be accounÈed for in Lerms of external variables and the indivi-

dualts history. It is these variables thaË constitute the relevant

information which ulËirnately provide the control (skinner, 1953, p. 238).

For self-control procedures to be effective, an individualts reac-

tion Ëo specific environment factors must be predisposed Èo occur in

the dírection intended. For example, Ëo prevent an l-ndividual frorn ob-

taíning reinforcement prior to emitting the desired behavior (short-

circuiting) thaÈ person musË reacË to for example, disapproval, as if

it were a punisher. To avoi.d punishment, the individual r,¡ould fÍrst
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emit, Ëhe behavior and then attempt Ëo obtain the reinforcer.

More generally speaking, Çoldiamond (1976) has reported that the

dífference between ttselftt and trothertt reinforcement depends on whether

Ëhe ttselfrtor ttoËhertt controls the value judgment concerning Èhe appro-

priaËe completion of the required task. For an example of 'tother"

reínforcenenË' the raÈ in the cage depends upon the mechanical devices

to delíver the reinforcement contingent on the ïat I s depression of the

1ever. As an example of "self" reinforcemenË, consider ¿he individual

who decides to sit down and relax wíth a beer upon completion of the

task of cutting the grass. It is the individual who will determine if

Èhe task is completed and then will obtain the reinforcer, even if the

decisional behaviors are subject to past histories of reinforcement

by others.



Appendix U t,
Covert Reinforcement Survey (adapted from Cautela, I977)

Now read the foÌlowing list of items. Rernember that in each case we want you to try rr:,rlly harci

to imagine the thing which is described in each item.

1. lnragine that you are listening to your f avorite rnusical selcction.
Degreeof pleasantness 1 2 3 4 5

2. lmagine that you are playing with a friendly clog.

Degreeofpleasantness 1 2 3 4 5
, ,. ,'

3. lmagine the most beautiful scene that you have ever ex¡;erienced.
12 3 4 5DeOre¡ of pleasantness

4. lmagine that you are swimming in cool, clear water on a very hot day.
Degreeofpleasantness 1 2 3 4 5

:-
5. lnragine that the person whom you most admire says, "Wow, you really look terrìfìc today."

Degreeofpleasantness 1 2 3 4 5

ì,-

6. lmagine that the person whom you most acjmire says, "Gce, you're pretty bright."
Degreeof pleasantness 1 2 3 4 5

7. lmagine that you are eating your favorite flavor of ice cream.
Degreeofpleasantness 1 2 3 4 5

B. lmagine that you are eating your favorite type of pastry.
Degreeofpleasantness 1 2 3 4 5
'_-"- ' : _ _ ' '.." '

9. lmagine eating your favorite kind of candy.
Degreeofp]easantness 2 3 4 s

i0. lmagine that you are looking at a beautifulwoman (lrarrdsome man).
Degreeofpleasantness 1 ? 3 1 5

- - -:'

11. lmagine that you are lying on a beautiful, uncrowded lteach;you can sec the wllite sarrrj and the
blue, white-capped waves; you hear the surf and the scagulls; you snlell the s¿ìlt water arrcl kelp;
you feel the breeze and the \/arrn sun.
Degreeof pleasantness I Z 3 4 5

. -. I

12. lmagine that you are sitting under a tree besicle a beautìfr-¡1, clear rnountain lal<e.

Degreeof pleasantness 1 2 3 4 5
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13. Imagine that you are the star in your favorite movle.

Degreeofpleasantness L 2 3 4 5

L4. rmagine that you have scored the winning goal for your team.

Degreeofpleasantness I 2 3 4 5

15. rmagine thaË you are spending tÍrne with your best friends.

Degree of pleasantness L234s
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APPE}IDIX C

Behavioral Checklists for Imagining Scenes

Neutral Scenes

A. SitÈing on a park bench in Èhe rairr.o

1, I,Ialking Èhrough the park.

2. Itrs drizzling.

3. Irm a1one.

4. Ifm sitting on a bench.

5. Irm bored.

B. Alone in the house.

1. Therers nothing good on T.V.

2. My friendrs are all ouÈ.

3. My family is ouÈ.

4. There's nothing to do.

5. Therets nothing to eat.

C. Sitting alone in a field.**

1. Irm sitting in a fie1d.

2. Therers tall grass all around.

3. Itrs cloudy.

4. I rn all alone.

5. T I rn bored .

D. Sitting by a lake by nyself.

1. Itm sitt.ing under a tree

2. Irm on the grass

3. Irm beside a lake

4" Itrs cloudy.

5. Itm all alone.
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E. Inlatching the news alone.

1. Irm at home alone.

2. I turn the T.V. on.

3. Every channel has the news of the Reagan shooting.

4. I watch it for a while.

5. I turn the T.V. off and sit in the dark.

F. Inside watching the rain.

1. Irm looking out of my window.

2. Itfs raining.

3. There's puddles ever¡rwhere.

4. The trees are blowing in the wind.

5. There's branches lying in the puddles.

G. Alone ín the Library.

1. Ifm sitting aÈ a desk in the library

2. Therets a big dicËionary ín front of me.

3. Therets no picËures in it.

4. Irm by myself.

5. Irm waíting for recess.

sâme scene r,/as used for two differenË subjects.
same scene r,Jas used for Ëhree different subjects.

Positive Scenes

A. Going Roller skaÈing.

1. Ifm aL the rink.

2. Irm putting my skates on.

3. * start skating.

4. Irm listening Èo fast music

¿¿
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5. I'm doing tricks.

B. Eating ice-creau.

1. Irm riding ury bike to Dairy I.Iorks.

2. Irm going wiÈh Sharon and Cathy

3. Itrs realty hot outsíde.

4. Irm ordering a pineapplie sundae.

5. I start eaÈing and itrs cold and refreshing.

C. Eating candy.

1. I went to Èhe store.

2. Iru buying a blue and pink jawbreaker.

3. Itm starting Ëo suck on it.

4. Ifm getËing to the last color.

5. I finally get to the gum.

D. Bike ridíng on trails.

1. IÈts a warm sunny day.

2. Irm with Randy and Tim.

3. [,Ief re on our bikes at Preco Hill .

4. I,rlerre flying over the hills.

5. I{erre junping rampls.

E. S È.ar Wars 
"orb"t 

. 
*o

1. Irm flyíng in my X-wing fighter.

2. I see DarÈh Vadar.

3. Darth Vadar shooÈs at me.

4. I dodge out of the way and he misses.

5. I come up from behind and blast him.

F" Playing basketball in the NBA.

1. Irm playing for the 76ers
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2. Therers T.V. cameras and a huge crown

3. Itts a tie game r,¡ith one second left.

4. I take a shot and score the winning basket.

5. I,Ie win the championship.

G. Horseback riding.

1. Brenda brings LiÈtle John.

2. I clinb on top of him.

3. Irletre leavíng the corral .

4. The horse starts to gallop.

5. I fall off.

H. Skiíng

1. Irm at the top of BobcaË.

2. I look down and see the moguls.

3. I push off and do short radius turns.

4. Iseea jurnp.

5. I fly off the jump and do a spread-eagle.

I. Playing hockey in the N[IL.

1. Irrn playing for the Islanders.

2. Itrs the Stanley Cup.

3. Irm playing centre besÍde Mike Bossy.

4. The gane is on television.

5. I score the winning goal in overtj-ue.

J. Playing soccer.

1. Ltlerre playÍng agaÍnsË Laura Secord.

2. The score is tied at 2.

3. Irve scored both goals.

4. Time is running out.
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¿¿

5. I score Ëhe third goal to win the game.

saule scene üras used for three different subjects.


